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1910 1932 1957 1967 2021

1st mention of need for 

“space law” by E. Laude

1st comprehensive survey/monograph 

on space law “substance” by Mandl

1st artificial satellite launched to space by USSR: 

“Space Age” dawned -- in 1958, COPUOS born

UN enacts Outer Space Treaty (OST)

on Cold War concerns (prohibit WMD)

COPUOS: 5 x key 

treaties underpin law

1947-1991: Cold War strategic competition is the backdrop.. Post-Cold War unipolar moment partly explains the subsequent “drift” in governance/norm discussion.

Overview
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The signing of the Outer Space Treaty in 1967 – also known as the “Magna Carta” of space. Credit: UN (link)

Timeline of key events relating to geopolitics in the space domain (to learn more, click hyperlinked images)

https://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/copuos/history.html
https://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/copuos/index.html
https://www.spacefoundation.org/space_brief/international-space-law/
https://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/spacelaw/treaties/outerspacetreaty.html
https://www.un-ilibrary.org/content/books/9789213630921#:~:text=The%20International%20Space%20Law%3A%20United,auspices%20of%20the%20United%20Nations.&text=May%20they%20continue%20to%20support,throughout%20the%20years%20to%20come.
https://ntrl.ntis.gov/NTRL/dashboard/searchResults/titleDetail/N8516697.xhtml
https://history.nasa.gov/sputnik.html


Background – Space “Defined”
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CURRENT STATE:

o No official agreed-upon definition; most nations use 100 km

* i.e. Space “begins” at 100 km (below is sovereign airspace)

o Since 1984, UN Space Working Group discusses annually
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FUTURE PROPOSALS:

o Distance Rule – simple, fixed, upper-altitude boundary

o Orbiting Line – space = lowest perigree of orbiting satellite

o Kármán Line – space = where it’s impossible to fly aircraft

o Modeled on UN Convention on the Law of the Sea 

(UNCLOS)

https://www.unoosa.org/res/oosadoc/data/documents/2020/a/a7520_0_html/A_75_20E.pdf


Background – Space “Defined”
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Above – NASA: Artist 

Depiction of Van Allen 

Radiation Belts (link to 

orbital educational video)

GPS

200-2K km

Can see 

the Earth 

in detail

CIVIL USES:

o Science, remote sensing, 

telecom, navigation

MILITARY APPLICATIONS:

o Power projection (graphic above)

COMMERCIAL INTERESTS:

o Launch recovery, exploration and 

resource development, 

manufacturing, and habitation

THE 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION:

o Convergence of AI, cyber, quantum 

computing, 5G, and space…

https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/videos/1232-medium-earth
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/videos/1232-medium-earth


Issues
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CONGESTED:

o State and non-state players

o “Stuff out there” – still operating or 

just trash

o Orbital Debris

COMPETITIVE:

o Between states

o Among commercial players

o Responsibility, control, liability

o Over resources, spectrums, orbital 

slots, territorial rights, etc.

CONTESTED:

o Diplomacy

(Intl cooperation and mutual assistance)

o Economic, Technology

o Militarily (“arms race”)

2021 National Orbital Debris Research and Development Plan:  Growth of orbital debris objects over time by object type. (link)

https://aerospace.org/sites/default/files/2021-01/NSTC%20Orbital%20Debris%20R%26D%20Plan%2018Jan21.pdf
https://aerospace.org/sites/default/files/2021-01/NSTC%20Orbital%20Debris%20R%26D%20Plan%2018Jan21.pdf


Opportunities
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o Complicating considerations:

• Technology advances and proliferation outstripping governance

• More congestion, competition, and higher risks of contestation

• Vulnerability of space assets

• Dual-use technologies and ambiguity

• Increasing militarization

• International norms and agreement remain elusive

o Some potential higher aspirational goals?

• Revisions and updates to Outer Space Treaty

• Agreement on and ratification of draft “Treaty on the Prevention of 

the Placement of Weapons in Outer Space, the Threat or Use of 

Force, Against Outer Space Objects” (PPWT)

• Regional agreements and protocols

• Bilateral and multilateral agreements

o Some potential lower aspirational goals?

• Shared Space Situational Awareness

• Managing space junk

• Leveraging existing international collaborations 

• Trust and confidence building

https://apcss.org/partnerships-and-soft-power-in-space/


Recommendations
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 Help define what constitutes “space”

• Would likely yield peaceful passage through space, consensus

• If we don’t define, an international adjudicative body will decide (e.g. liability)

• Regulatory areas of friction likely to grow – how do we hold bad actors accountable?

• UNSWG: “In absence of a clear definition, it is impossible to define an area of 

applicable law and to consistently enforce laws, rules and regulations.” (UNGA 2019)

• Significant commercial and economic benefits to clearly delineated areas of operation

 Building Bridges (BPC)

• Partnering for mutual strategic goals (e.g.1975 Apollo-Soyuz mission, 1994 ISS)

• Sino-American cooperation (e.g. Perseverance) could de-escalate emerging 

PRC/Russian possible ‘axis’ in space and sustain other areas of cooperation

 Enhancing Shared Space Understanding

• Education (DSCU, DAU, DLIFLIC)

• Communities of Interest (DoD Regional Centers)

• Examining regional architectures (ASEAN, PIF)

 Key Engagements

• Visits to/talks with APRSAF, APSCO, GISTDA, etc.

Space Working Groups, Research, and Discussions at APCSS (link)

http://undocs.org/A/AC.105/1203
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/natsec/R44313.pdf
https://2001-2009.state.gov/r/pa/ho/pubs/fs/85962.htm
https://www.dscu.mil/
https://www.dau.edu/
https://www.dliflc.edu/
https://www.dsca.mil/directorate-building-partnership-capacity-bpc
https://asean.org/
https://www.forumsec.org/
https://www.aprsaf.org/
https://www.iafastro.org/companies/asia-pacific-space-cooperation-organization.html
https://www.gistda.or.th/main/en
https://apcss.org/space-an-exploratory-discussion/


Space Diplomacy
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 A need for a broader understanding of what 

and who “diplomacy” involves?

 Traditional emphasis on state-to-state diplomacy

• Bilateral, multilateral

• UN, multinational and regional forums

 Commercial space as a catalyst for common ground?

• E.g. collaborative space supply chains

 What role for Defense space diplomacy?

• Trust and confidence building measures

• Norm development

• Shared situational awareness

 What other diplomatic efforts 

might be possible?

Rocket Launch Sites Worldwide: 1941-2021

Source: Atlantic Council Strategy Papers, April 2021

Source: MIT Space Logistics – Interplanetary Supply Chain

https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/content-series/atlantic-council-strategy-paper-series/the-future-of-security-in-space/
http://strategic.mit.edu/spacelogistics/
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Mahalo for your attention!

Questions?

Dr. Alfred Oehlers and Lt Col Shannon Vinson
Senior Security Studies Program

Strategic Studies Center, 

National Defence Studies Institute,

Thailand.


